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	Leverage the power of Unity 5 to create amazing 3D games


	About This Book

	
		Learn to create interactive games with the Unity 5 game engine
	
		Explore advanced features of Unity 5 to help make your games more appealing and successful
	
		A step-by-step guide giving you the perfect start to developing games with Unity 5



	Who This Book Is For


	If you are a game developer interested in learning Unity 3D from scratch and becoming familiar with its core features, then this book is for you. No prior knowledge of Unity 3D is required.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Create, organize, and manage your game project with the Unity interface
	
		Develop a 3D game environment with a custom terrain, water, sky, mountains, and trees
	
		Import and use custom assets and asset packages to add characters to your game
	
		Review existing animations and create custom animation clips to bring your game characters to life
	
		Build custom scripts to make your game characters interactive
	
		Add a graphical user interface to your game to enable easy user interaction
	
		Explore advanced Unity concepts including workflow, scaling, physics, and cross-platform considerations
	
		Customize your game with sound effects, shadows, lighting effects, and rendering options



	In Detail


	This book will guide you through the entire process of creating a 3D game, from downloading the Unity game engine to publishing your game.


	Beginning with an overview of the Unity engine and its interface, you will walk through the process of creating a game environment and learn how to use built-in assets as well as assets created with third-party 3D modeling tools such as Blender.


	Moving on, you will create your very own animation clips from within Unity and learn scripting in Unity. You will master exciting concepts including mini-mapping, the game navigation system, sound effects, shadows, and light effects. By the end of the book, you'll have learned advanced topics such as cross-platform considerations that enable your games to run on every platform.
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iPod & iTunes For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Have music, movies, podcasts, contacts, and photos right in your pocket!
The iPod and iTunes have revolutionized how we enjoy music, and this bestselling guide has kept up with every twist and turn. Here's how to use the newest iPods, set up iTunes on your Mac or PC, purchase music and movies, rip CDs, organize your media library, make the most...
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Reuse Methodology Manual for System-on-a-Chip DesignsSpringer, 2002
Reuse Methodology Manual for System-on-a-Chip Designs, Third Edition outlines a set of best practices for creating reusable designs for use in an SoC design methodology. These practices are based on the authors' experience in developing reusable designs, as well as the experience of design teams in many companies around the world....
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Quality of Service in IP NetworksSams Publishing, 2000
Quality of Service is a fast growing area of technology, being driven by the growth of real-time applications such as voice over IP. This book is perfect for you, technical professionals who are looking for information building blocks of Quality of Service and who want to grasp critical concepts such as the DiffServ and...
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Clojure for the Brave and True: Learn the Ultimate Language and Become a Better ProgrammerNo Starch Press, 2015

	For weeks, months—nay!—from the very moment you were born, you’ve felt it calling to you. At long last you’ll be united with the programming language you’ve been longing for: Clojure!

	

	As a Lisp-style functional programming language, Clojure lets you write robust and elegant code, and because it...
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Elasticsearch: A Complete GuidePackt Publishing, 2017

	End-to-end Search and Analytics


	About This Book

	
		Solve your data analytics problems with the Elastic Stack
	
		Improve your user search experience with Elasticsearch and develop your own Elasticsearch plugins
	
		Design your index, configure it, and distribute it â€• you'll...
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Application Acceleration and WAN Optimization FundamentalsCisco Press, 2007
IT organizations face a number of increasing pressures to increase productivity, improve application performance, provide infrastructure conducive to global collaboration, improve posture toward data protection and compliance, and minimize costs across the board. These pressures come largely as a result of initiatives to increase availability and...
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